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ABSTRACT 1 
Previous attempts at modeling carbonate stratigraphy have proven difficult due to the complex 2 
nature of carbonate formation; unlike siliciclastics, carbonates are both physically and 3 
biologically facilitated, therefore requiring significantly more complex equations with no added 4 
promise of producing more realistic results (Nordlund, 1999).The application of fuzzy logic to 5 
carbonate stratigraphic modeling offers some promise by circumventing these equations with the 6 
utilization of fuzzy logic, which allows for the use of IF/THEN statements in conjunction with 7 
the concept of computing with partial truths and therefore facilitates the use of less complete data 8 
sets and equations. I attempted to adapt the siliciclastic stratigraphy modeling software 9 
FuzzyPEACH (Warren, 2006) to instead produce carbonate stratigraphy, which I called 10 
FuzzyLIME. Whereas FuzzyPEACH requires only depth as a model input, I introduced 11 
temperature (another significant control on carbonate formation) as a second input variable. 12 
Additionally, I changed the structure of the model from a river channel and delta to a carbonate 13 
ramp system. I showed that while fuzzy logic continues to hold promise for stratigraphic 14 
modeling of carbonates, FuzzyLIME fails to accurately reproduce carbonate stratigraphy in all 15 
cases, and that there is too much variation between siliciclastic and carbonate systems to allow 16 
for simply altering one model for another.  Therefore, better practice is to construct a new model, 17 
optimized for carbonates, from the ground up. 18 
  19 
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INTRODUCTION 20 
Introduction to Carbonate Sediment Dominated Margins 21 
Marine carbonate dominated shelf margins are depositional environments in which 22 
bioprecipitation of carbonate (CaCO3) sediment facilitated by various organisms (alga, 23 
foraminifera, corals, etc.) is the source of the majority (>50%) of sediments. Lithology formed in 24 
these margins are characterized by the presence of carbonate minerals, and the units deposited in 25 
these environments are typically limestones composed of either calcite or aragonite, two 26 
polymorphs of CaCO3. Secondary processes post-lithification can alter these limestones into 27 
dolostones, which are primarily composed of another common carbonate mineral, dolomite 28 
(CaMg(CO3)2). Modern warm water carbonate margins are generally found in shallow (less than 29 
20m) marine waters between thirty degrees south latitude and thirty degrees north latitude. There 30 
are a variety of different geologic settings on which these margins can manifest (e.g ramps, 31 
rimmed and unrimmed platforms, deep water slopes, etc.) (Figure 1; Wilson, 1975). The majority 32 
of modern carbonates in North America are carbonate rimmed shelf environments off of Florida 33 
and the Caribbean islands, with smaller carbonate systems and reefs bordering Mexico and 34 
Central America. Oceania, Indonesia, and the Philippines share a large carbonate system of 35 
varying facies (ramp, rimmed shelf, atoll, etc.), and a cool-water carbonate ramp exists off the 36 
west coast of Australia (off the eastern coasts exists the Great Barrier Reef, the world’s largest 37 
reef system). Smaller carbonate systems exist off the coast of Africa and South America (Figure 38 
2; Wilson, 1975). Carbonate dominated sediment facies also occur among a standard sequence. 39 
For a traditional carbonate ramp, one suggested sequence contains the following facies: basin, 40 
shelf, basin margin, foreslope, reef, winnowed platform edge sands, open platform, restricted 41 
platform, platform evaporates (Wilson, 1975). It is possible to find siliceous or mixed carbonate-42 
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siliciclastic units within these facies; these non-carbonate sediments are often introduced by 43 
rivers from the continent or other run-off events. Additionally, carbonates occur (both today and 44 
geologically) within non-marine facies, such as lakes, rivers, hot springs, etc. The scope of this 45 
project is to model a rimmed shelf environment (Figure 1), and the facies can be simplified to the 46 
forereef, reef, and lagoon.  47 
 The forereef is located beyond the edge of the continental shelf, and sediment forms 48 
primarily through the death of foraminifera and the settling of their skeletons. Additionally, 49 
carbonate ooze that runs off the shelf can accumulate in the forereef, contributing to the sediment 50 
load. Both of these contributors are relatively underwhelming in volume of sediment when 51 
compared to the rates of deposition for the other two facies. Under the Dunham Classification 52 
scheme, most of the lithology in the forereef is lime mudstone. At the edge of the shelf, the reef 53 
dominates carbonate formation. The reef (or bioherm when fossilized) is composed of a variety 54 
of organisms, namely corals, algae (zooxanthellae), sponges, bivalves, mollusks, echinoderms, 55 
etc. Communities of these organisms construct their skeletons out of carbonate minerals, and 56 
over time a mound of carbonate sediment builds up as the organisms die and deconstruct. The 57 
reef experiences rapid deposition as a variety of organisms live within close proximity, causing it 58 
to often rise above the rest of the shelf, creating a rimmed shelf. Additionally, damage to the reef 59 
system (such as through powerful storm surges) can redistribute this sediment within the reef to 60 
the surrounding facies. Boundstones and grainstones dominate the lithology of the reef. 61 
 The lagoon is the area of the shelf between the reef and the shore. There is a high degree 62 
of variability of environments within the lagoon, but general trends can be described. For 63 
instance, it is possible for mangroves or sand bars to develop within the lagoon, both of which 64 
significantly change the evolution of the stratigraphy within the area. While a variety of 65 
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organisms live within the lagoon (mollusks, echinoderms, brachiopods, sea grasses, etc.), algae is 66 
the greatest contributor of lime mud. Because of the variety of organisms and geologic processes 67 
present, the lithology of the lagoon can vary significantly; mudstones, wackestones, packstones, 68 
grainstones, and boundstones are all common within the lagoon. 69 
 Because sediment deposition is both physically and biologically facilitated within these 70 
margins (wherein the sediment is largely composed of skeletal remains of various biota), a wider 71 
range of environmental factors contribute to the deposition and formation of lithologic units 72 
within the carbonate system. Factors such as temperature, salinity, depth (and through direct 73 
correlation photic exposure), pH, nutrient availability, and countless other variables impact 74 
sediment production as biologic productivity fluctuates. These factors do not impact the 75 
organisms equally assuming that they are varied equally; productivity changes significantly more 76 
for most marine organisms when depth is varied than when salinity is varied, for example 77 
(Stockman, 1967; Neumann, 1975; Abu-Rezu, 1999). These characteristics make traditional 78 
computer modeling of carbonate stratigraphy considerably more difficult that modeling 79 
siliciclastic stratigraphy, as the equations which describe these interactions grow increasingly 80 
complex and the constraints become more difficult to measure across the margin. Therefore, 81 
different approaches to modeling are likely to prove more effectual. 82 
 83 
Introduction to Fuzzy Logic 84 
Unlike traditional binary computer logic, fuzzy logic more accurately models human 85 
thought and can be used to turn qualitative descriptions into quantitative values. Fuzzy logic is 86 
capable of assigning truth values within the range from 0 to 1, rather than being restricted to 0 87 
and 1 as the two possible states of existence for any computed value. For example, under binary 88 
logic, room temperature IS HOT (1) or IS NOT HOT (0). Under fuzzy logic, a room’s 89 
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temperature can be SOMEWHAT HOT (0.5) or NOT VERY HOT (0.3). To accomplish this, a 90 
computer will take in a “crisp” input (23 ⁰C), “fuzzify” it by turning it into a fuzzy data set (with 91 
membership values), inference an output based upon a rule set determined by research and given 92 
to the computer for use when evaluating the fuzzy data set, and “defuzzify” the resultant fuzzy 93 
set into a “crisp” output value (Fig.3). The computer uses fuzzy inferences systems to do this, 94 
which consist of input parameters (Fig 4), a rule set, and output parameters. 95 
 In the room temperature example, the fuzzy logic set might be used to determine how 96 
much a thermostat should be adjusted based on how different the current temperature is from the 97 
target temperature. Fuzzy logic works using IF-THEN statements; for example, IF room 98 
temperature is HOT, THEN turn on thermostat for A LONG TIME. In binary logic, HOT would 99 
have to be a single value, but in fuzzy logic it can be represented as a range; anything above 21 100 
⁰C might be hot, but not every value above 21 ⁰C is equally hot. 23 ⁰C might be 0.5 MEDIUM 101 
and 0.5 HOT. If a thermostat was programmed to turn on for ten minutes when room temperature 102 
was MEDIUM and thirty minutes when room temperature was HOT, then it could use the fuzzy 103 
inference system (FIS) to decide it should stay on for twenty minutes when temperature is 23 ⁰C. 104 
While this particular example has little complexity, FISs are capable of handling a multitude of 105 
inputs, rules, and outputs at once.  106 
 The relative simplicity of fuzzy logic allows for application without the need for the 107 
expert mathematic/computer knowledge or complete data sets that traditional modeling requires. 108 
As such, fuzzy logic is promising for geology, since the temporal and spatial resolution of many 109 
geologic datasets is lacking relative to other fields (Demicco & Klir, 2003). Fuzzy logic has 110 
historically been utilized in geology in a variety of ways (Nordlund, 1999; Cameron & Peloso, 111 
2001). One such application has been to that of stratigraphic modeling. FuzzyPEACH is a 112 
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siliceous environment stratigraphic model that utilizes fuzzy logic to quickly generate margin 113 
geometry and stratigraphy for a fluvial-deltaic system that evolves over a 200,000 year period 114 
(Warren, 2006). FuzyPEACH was a tool developed by Warren for use in his dissertation on the 115 
sequence stratigraphy of the South China Sea. Warren experienced difficulties using traditional 116 
quantitative models in this environment for a multitude of reasons, all of which fuzzy logic was 117 
able to alleviate. For instance, he discovered a significant dearth of quantitative measurements on 118 
common variables utilized in the equations necessary to model with differential equations. Fuzzy 119 
logic requires far fewer values to represent the same data set, and therefore was capable of 120 
producing results from the minimal published data available (Warren, 2006).  121 
 The inherent complexity of carbonate systems results in many of the same problems that 122 
were faced by Warren. As such, fuzzy logic modeling for carbonate systems may alleviate 123 
similar difficulties. I hypothesized that due to the simplistic nature of fuzzy logic, I would be 124 
able to adapt FuzzyPEACH from a siliciclastic system to a carbonate system, which included 125 
adapting the fluvial system to a ramp system. I theorized that this would result in a model 126 
capable of producing “realistic” stratigraphy without requiring prior experience in geologic 127 
modeling or any significant changes to the foundational structure of FuzzyPEACH. 128 
Motivation 129 
 Carbonates make up approximated twenty to twenty-five percent of sedimentary rocks on 130 
Earth and are valuable economic reservoirs. Limestone is a primary component in many fields of 131 
construction, both as a raw ingredient and as a component of other products. It has application in 132 
the agricultural industry as a soil conditioner and component in fertilizers. Ancient carbonates 133 
are excellent oil and gas reservoirs due to both their porosity and innate relationship to traps 134 
forming in their proximity. Additionally, carbonates serve as substantial groundwater aquifers 135 
globally.  136 
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 To make better use of carbonate platforms, economically and socially, it is helpful to 137 
have a general idea of probable stratigraphic relationships (spatial and temporal variations) in 138 
order to determine subsurface qualities such as conductivity, porosity, permeability, etc. 139 
Stratigraphic software can also be used in machine learning to improve biostratigraphy, 140 
chronostratigraphy, and lithostratigraphy predictions which will improve core processing 141 
efficiency. This research aims to contribute to the foundational knowledge on modeling 142 
carbonates, with hopes that principles introduced by this research can be used by other 143 
researchers to improve their own models or guide them on the path towards creating more 144 
accurate/complex models for machine learning.  145 
METHODS 146 
Research 147 
 The initial research goal was to understand the mechanics of carbonate platforms. 148 
Sedimentology texts, specifically those specializing in carbonate geology, were selected to 149 
supplement preexisting knowledge on carbonates (Wilson, 1975; James, 1983; Wilson & Jordan, 150 
1983). Relevant chapters were read to better understand the mechanisms for the formation of 151 
stratigraphy within different facies. To further improve understanding of carbonate system, a 152 
Bio-Litho-Atmo-Hydrosphere (BLAH) system model of the Earth and carbonate platform 153 
mechanics model were developed and coupled. It was determined that three primary facies could 154 
most accurately model carbonate systems while keeping the model versatile: the lagoon, the reef, 155 
and the forereef. Academic papers were consulted to determine the major sediment-forming 156 
biota in each facies. The distributions of these biota (e.g. Halimeda) were researched in ecology 157 
journals (Goreau, 1959; Stockman, 1967; Wilson, 1975; Bosscher, 1993).  158 
 To understand fuzzy logic, introductory texts were searched for online and read. After the 159 
basics were understood, their application to MATLAB was discerned through online forum, 160 
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official MATLAB documentation, and research papers that utilized fuzzy logic. Furthermore, the 161 
application of fuzzy logic to geology was explored both generally through reading various pieces 162 
of literature and also specifically through reading primary source material (Demicco & Klir, 163 
2003; Warren, 2006). The MATLAB tutorial on implementing fuzzy logic to code was followed, 164 
and multiple tutorial videos were consumed online (Mathworks, 2019). 165 
Development of Rulesets 166 
Background information on carbonate deposition was collected by searching for 167 
sedimentology texts through inputting carbonate-related keywords into Google Scholar (Wilson, 168 
1975; Schlager, 2005). Variables that influenced the rate of carbonate sedimentation were 169 
determined through reading the carbonate facies chapters of these texts. Each facies has a 170 
different primary biota depositing lime mud; keywords related to production and said biota were 171 
searched on Google Scholar (Myers, 1943; Bradshaw, 1955; Clausen, 1975; Rylaarsdam, 1983; 172 
Bijma, 1990; Enos, 1991; Coles, 1992; Abu-Rezu, 1999; Cho, 2007; Anthony, 2008; Singh, 173 
2015). These sources were used to determine how much lime mud is deposited on average by 174 
each biota in various climactic conditions. For the reef, the resolution was that of individual 175 
species of coral rather than a reef as a whole. To generate a number for the reef, 10 176 
representative species were selected, and the deposition rate of the reef was calculated by 177 
comparing the amount of sediment each species deposits per year to the percent of an average 178 
reef that consists of said species. 179 
 The FuzzyPEACH dissertation was read to better understand how each of its parts 180 
contributed to the model. It was determined that the structure of the model allowed for only two 181 
unique FISs, which represent the two facies (in FuzzyPEACH, the river and the delta). It was 182 
decided that the lagoon and the reef would need its own inference system, as the dominant biota 183 
in each facies varied significantly in how much lime sediment they deposited when various 184 
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climate factors were varied. The forereef was excluded from having its own rule set because it 185 
contributed the least sediment to the stratigraphy and could additionally be represented within 186 
the reef’s rule set. These inference systems were directly translated from the researched 187 
deposition rates mentioned previously, and different tiers of deposition (a little, some, a lot) were 188 
determined using the deposition rates found previously. I decided to limit environmental inputs 189 
to two different factors due to the restrictive nature of FuzzyPEACH on additional inputs. It was 190 
determined that temperature and depth had greater impact on deposition than other factors when 191 
varied in a geologically common manner, so those two were selected to be the model inputs. 192 
Research was consulted to create the rules governing the impact on deposition by these two 193 
factors, and these two factors were varied to prove mastery over the model (Fig. 5). These FISs 194 
are included in the figures appendix (Fig 6). 195 
Code 196 
FuzzyPEACH was transcribed from the dissertation, and errors (mainly inconsistencies 197 
due to syntax changes between publication in 2006 and today) were found by consulting official 198 
MATLAB documentation. Additionally, some previously inoperable sections of code in 199 
FuzzyPEACH were repaired and implemented using the same method. While it took many 200 
iterations of FuzzyLIME to reach the finished state, the changes can be summarized as the 201 
following. A new appendix was created to generate a temperature curve based upon previous 202 
research, and code was written to allow for the FISs to read this curve. Additionally, code was 203 
adapted to visualize the progression of the temperature curve in window. Blocks of code 204 
determined to be irrelevant to FuzzyLIME (e.g. code to draw a longitudinal river profile) were 205 
commented out. The newly determined FISs were constructed using the “Fuzzy Logic Designer” 206 
applet in MATLAB. These FISs were coded into the model. Code was added to save and load 207 
run data to be utilized in other appendices. Some variables and functions were altered to facilitate 208 
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their use (e.g. the “store” function defined in the first appendix was made global). The overall 209 
time period covered by the model was increased from 200,000 years to 2.6 million years (the 210 
Pleistocene to present). Also, comments were added to improve code clarity and explain 211 
processes. 212 
RESULTS 213 
Model  214 
 FuzzyLIME is a stratigraphic modeling software that reads five different user inputs 215 
(temperature, sea level, sediment mass per time step, margin geometry, and rate of subsidence) 216 
and attempts to produce realistic carbonate stratigraphy with them. Beyond user-defined inputs, 217 
the model additionally defines some of its own inputs at each of the 520 time steps it runs 218 
through. These inputs are fed into FISs in order to determine how much sediment to deposit at 219 
each point of the default 600x600 point margin for the time step. Then, subsidence is accounted 220 
for, and the model repeats until the last time step (Fig. 7). 221 
 FuzzyLIME is able to output the calculated data as isopach maps and stratigraphy 222 
columns in both strike oriented and dip oriented orientations. These isopach maps can be 223 
generated for any individual timestep. The cross sections can be generated for any of the 224 
available planes of the model (e.g. any one of the 600 points spanning between the boundaries of 225 
the model can be drawn). Additionally, this data is output as a matrix in the event that data 226 
analysis through secondary software is desired. 227 
 To study the effect of various parameters on FuzzyLIME, I varied both temperature and 228 
depth multiple ways and ran the model four times for each setup to formulate a series for 229 
comparison (Fig. 5). The generally observed trends are as follows. For temperature, the reef and 230 
lagoon perform best within the medium range. As ones moves from colder to warmer, the reef 231 
tends to suffer more than the lagoon does (e.g. at extreme heat, lagoon sediments make up more 232 
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of the total mass relative to the reef than at extreme cold). For depth, the presence of lagoon 233 
sediments is inversely related. As depth increases, lagoon sediments decrease, and forereef 234 
sediments increase. This is an expected result. The general trend for deposition is that the 235 
organisms are better at producing sediment in high temperatures than in low temperatures.  236 
Forward Modeling 237 
 To test the effectiveness of the model, various environmental parameters were altered in 238 
an attempt to produce stratigraphy similar to that observed in the real world. While these 239 
parameters could not always equal the real world conditions (see discussion: sources of error), 240 
compromises were made to make them as similar as possible. Multiple different locations and 241 
time periods were chosen to test this, with varying results. For instance, FuzzyLIME is incapable 242 
of handling siliciclastic units, and therefore such units had to be ignored in forward modeling. 243 
 The Sarvak Formation is a carbonate platform formation located within the High Zagros 244 
region of southwestern Iran. It was deposited in the middle Cretaceous (Cenomanian, 245 
approximately 100 million to 94 million years ago), and consists of carbonate units that form 246 
within all three facies of the FuzzyLIME: reef, lagoon, and forereef/deepwater (Motieti, 1993). 247 
FuzzyLIME’s temperature and sea level curves were adjusted to as close to the values for 248 
Cenomanian as allowable, and the resulting stratigraphy column was compared (Fig. 8). As seen 249 
in Figure 8, there is a general match in sequence stratigraphy, although actual volume of 250 
sediment varies. This variation can be attributed to both the nature of carbonate formation as well 251 
as to some of the shortcomings of FuzzyLIME. Also, it should be noted that the time period 252 
covered by FuzzyLIME is different from the Cenomanian; however, an effort was made to adjust 253 
the sea-level and temperature curves accordingly. While not optimal, it offers a compromise to 254 
the hard-limitations of FuzzyLIME. 255 
 As seen in Fig 8, stratigraphy generally matches. The sequence is: reef, lagoon, reef, 256 
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forereef/deepwater, reef, and lagoon. After that, it is unclear if the final unit of the Sarvak 257 
Formation matches FuzzyLIME; while technically possible, the limestone is not a rudist 258 
limestone, the characterizing reef builder in the area at the time. This suggests that the unit may 259 
not be a reef environment, but rather an additional lagoon unit. Because the unit above it is marl, 260 
it is possible that sea level was falling between the two and created an unconformity while 261 
maintaining lagoon environment. This scenario is impossible in FuzzyLIME. Also, it is unclear 262 
whether the unit marked with a red star is a reef environment for the same reasons mentioned 263 
above, but once again it is possible and perhaps likely due to the implications of the sequence 264 
(moving from a lagoon to deepwater without seeing the reef appear in section would be 265 
uncommon without erosion to create an unconformity). 266 
DISCUSSION 267 
Sources of Error 268 
There are a variety of limitations to FuzzyLIME that can be attributed to its heritage as 269 
FuzzyPEACH. The primary limitation is that FuzzyLIME’s geometry is still a fluvial-deltaic 270 
system mechanically. The river channel and delta still exist within the model, and during runs 271 
their presence is known (lightly). Also, sediment deposition is calculated based upon distance 272 
from said river, leading to unrealistic structures in the middle of the stratigraphy column. This 273 
proves to be problematic as well because it limits normal carbonate behavior. On a real carbonate 274 
platform, reefs are not always able to keep up with subsidence/rising sea levels. It is possible for 275 
a reef to be left behind and drowned. However, the deltaic geometry of FuzzyLIME means that 276 
the reef is forcibly avulsed whenever a drowned reef might occur. This is but one of many 277 
problems relating to this geometry. 278 
 Beyond the geometry, carbonate platforms often have siliciclastic units that develop. For 279 
instance, a flood event on the continent may create an interbedded limestone-siliciclastic 280 
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formation. Because FuzzyPEACH was coded to only handle one type of sediment influx, this 281 
cannot occur in FuzzyLIME without rewriting significant portions of the calculation code. 282 
Furthermore, mangroves cannot develop in the lagoon of FuzzyLIME because there is no means 283 
of implementing a facies that functions off anything but relative distance from the seashore (and 284 
by relation depth). This is especially problematic for the lagoon, which is technically sub-aerial 285 
in the model; many workarounds were developed in the FIS to get the lagoon to function as a 286 
lagoon instead of a floodplain. 287 
 There are other features that FuzzyPEACH lacked that are essential to geologic 288 
modeling. There is currently no working code that handles erosion within the model. Erosion on 289 
the shelf is essential to the reef geometry and prevents the reef from rising above sea level in 290 
reality. In FuzzyLIME, the lack of erosion can occasionally result in an unrealistically large reef 291 
towering out of the sea when conditions are optimal for reef growth. FuzzyPEACH also requires 292 
some form of compaction to occur. There is currently controversy over the role of compaction in 293 
carbonate evolution, with some researchers suggesting that compaction does not happen on 294 
significant scales for limestone. 295 
Conclusions on Adaptation 296 
 Many of the limitations bequeathed onto FuzzyLIME by FuzzyPEACH could be resolved 297 
by writing additional code and changing large portions of the framework code. However, doing 298 
so would prove difficult and invalidate the hypothesis that the adaptation of FuzzyPEACH would 299 
require minimal expertise to alter and produce realistic carbonate stratigraphy. While the 300 
boundary itself is fuzzy, FuzzyPEACH’s framework can only be altered to a certain degree 301 
before it is no longer an effective adaptation. A fuzzy model that produces realistic carbonate 302 
stratigraphy (including siliciclastics, sand bars, etc.) would be much more efficiently built for 303 
one’s needs from the ground up, rather than adapting from FuzzyPEACH. This would allow for 304 
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the implementation of many more variables, in addition to a more representative geometry in the 305 
mechanics and the ability to introduce more geologic processes. While this relative simple 306 
adaptation still manages to produce semi-realistic stratigraphy (showing promise for the 307 
application of fuzzy logic to carbonate geology), it ultimately would be more realistic to restart 308 
with a new model. 309 
Further Application  310 
 Were one to continue to improve upon FuzzyLIME, the first step would likely be to 311 
introduce additional facies to the margin geometry. This is the root cause of most limitations of 312 
FuzzyLIME, and developing more would allow for the implementation of more accurate FISs 313 
and more detailed environments. If more facies were successfully implemented, it would be 314 
beneficial to define a second class of sediments for siliciclastics. If mixed siliceous-carbonate 315 
environments were not relevant to the goals of the continued development, one could instead 316 
work on implementing erosion, particularly concerning the reef. The breakdown of the reef and 317 
its sediment redistribution is significant and currently absent. 318 
 Beyond stratigraphic modeling of carbonates, fuzzy logic has varied application to 319 
geology. FuzzyLIME is an adaptation of FuzzyPEACH, and as such fuzzy logic is equally 320 
adaptable to modeling of siliciclastic stratigraphy. If one wished to model stratrigraphy of mixed 321 
sediment (carbonate and siliciclastic) environments, adjustments could be made to FuzzyLIME, 322 
but it would potentially be more efficient to begin a model that dealt with both sediments. FIS 323 
files for both types of sediment must be implemented, as well as two unique classes of sediment 324 
so that the model can differentiate deposition. Depending on the environment, one might need to 325 
write code that simulates random sediment influx (such as through a major rainfall washing most 326 
siliceous sediment out onto the ramp in a very short time period); the design of this code would 327 
require further research into the behavior of such environments. 328 
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 Fuzzy logic can also be applied to modeling of more transient features. Some researchers 329 
theorize that fuzzy logic may improve earthquake research, as the inherent nature of cataclysmic 330 
earthquake events means that data sets are spare. Fuzzy logic may be able to model the evolution 331 
of these events using less available data, resulting in more complex models than used at present. 332 
Groundwater resources (and extreme events, such as floods or droughts) are also theorized to be 333 
more predictable when models implement principles of fuzzy logic into their design. Fuzzy logic 334 
also holds promise for some paleoclimateological applications, wherein the availability of data 335 
sets tend to decrease as one moves further into the past. 336 
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APPENDIX 395 
Figures 396 
 397 
Figure 1 A sample carbonate facies showcasing the variety of possible environments that carbonate sediments are deposited 398 
(Wilson, 1975). 399 
 400 
 401 
Figure 2 Distribution of modern carbonate depositional environments (Wilson, 1975). 402 
  403 
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 404 
Figure 3 A graphical representation of how a standard fuzzy logic system operates. 405 
 406 
Figure 4 A sample fuzzy inference system input membership function, wherein the boundaries between descriptors are "fuzzy." 407 
 408 
  409 
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 410 
Figure 5 The result of running FuzzyLIME 36 different times when varying depth and temperature. Note the changes in sequence 411 
as the variables are varied (e.g. lagoon facies disappear past a certain depth threshold). 412 
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Figure 6 FIS ruleset input and output membership functions. 
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 424 
 425 
Figure 7 Graphical representation of the general program flow of FuzzyLIME. 426 
  427 
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 428 
 429 
Figure 8 – A comparison of a FuzzyLIME output to a real geologic unit. Red lines were added to aid in visualization of the 430 
contacts. Right half sourced from Motieti, 1993. 431 
Code 432 
Appendix A 433 
clear 434 
 435 
% WELCOME TO THE FUZZYLIME MODEL version April 3, 2019 436 
% Written by Edwin C. Porter and Joel W. Hudley 437 
% Adapted from FuzzyPEACH by Robert V. Demicco and Jeffrey D. Warren 438 
 439 
% Fuzzy Logic Inference Systems must be built using the 440 
% MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. These files have a *.fis 441 
% extension and are needed to run this model. 442 
 443 
subsidence = zeros(600,600); 444 
mass_per_time_step = 12e13; 445 
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 446 
% mass of sediment system has in it for a timestep 447 
% step units = square km. FOR EXAMPLE: 12e13 = 240 tons/yr 448 
 449 
total_tectonic_subsidence = 50; 450 
 451 
% units = meters, external subsidence max at center of deepest 452 
% part of basin – linearly interpolated away from that point 453 
% SET TO 0 FOR NO EXTERNAL SUBSIDENCE 454 
 455 
% ************DATA LOADING*************************** 456 
 457 
%data = xlsread('junk_1.xls') 458 
%uncomment this line if reading dataset from Excel 459 
 460 
load setup_2.mat 461 
 462 
% THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE SETUP FILE, BE SURE TO LOAD THE 463 
% ONE YOU WANT. 464 
 465 
load sealevel.mat % THIS IS THE DIGITIZED SPECMAP CURVE 466 
sedsurface = Z1; 467 
 468 
load temperature_level.mat % THIS IS THE TEMPERATURE CURVE 469 
 470 
 471 
%***********DATA ENTRY AND SETUP***************** 472 
 473 
store = zeros(120,120,200,2); 474 
 475 
% this command sets up a matrix to store all the values for 476 
% the matrix calculations for points in the X and Y axes of 477 
% matrix storing only 100 points instead of 500 and 478 
% undersampling by 1/5 479 
 480 
 grainsize_2 = readfis('lagoon_grainsize_final'); 481 
 482 
% FIS of sed relative to lateral distance from subaerial 483 
% channel 484 
 485 
 dump_2 = readfis('lagoon_dump_final'); 486 
 487 
% FIS of sed amount relative to lateral distance from 488 
% subaerial channel 489 
 490 
 compact = readfis('compaction'); 491 
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 492 
% compaction routine read in here 493 
 sub_2 = readfis('subsidence'); 494 
 AA = readfis('avulsion'); 495 
 496 
total_thickness_of_deposit = zeros(600,600); 497 
 498 
grd = gradient(sea_level); %will be used to define gradient of SPECMAP curve (+ or -) 499 
grd_2 = gradient(temperature_level); 500 
%********MAIN PROGRAM DO LOOP STARTS HERE*************** 501 
 502 
for numbertimesteps = 1:520 503 
 504 
% change second variable in ratio for total number of time 505 
% steps (520 MAX) 506 
 507 
% next part of code determines delta FIS based on sea level 508 
% movement(up, down or % neutral). The final model made both 509 
% the rising and falling delta FISs the same by simulating a 510 
% shoreface 511 
 512 
    if grd(numbertimesteps) <= 0 513 
    % this means if sea level is falling or neutral 514 
 515 
         dump = readfis('reef_dump_final'); 516 
 517 
% FIS that creates amount of sed deposited in delta relative 518 
% to river mouth 519 
 520 
     grainsize = readfis('reef_grainsize_final'); 521 
 522 
%FIS codes grain size across delta with respect to river mouth 523 
 524 
    else 525 
        dump = readfis('reef_dump_final'); 526 
 527 
% FIS that creates amount of sed deposited in delta relative 528 
% to river mouth 529 
 530 
        grainsize = readfis('reef_grainsize_final'); 531 
 532 
% FIS codes grain size across delta with respect to 533 
% river mouth 534 
 535 
    end 536 
 numbertimesteps; 537 
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 538 
% END FIS decision based on sea level movement 539 
 540 
% This next block of code controls river incision which is 541 
% still in a prototype format. Uncommenting the lines below 542 
% will allow erosion to occur between user-defined time steps. 543 
% In this case, erosion is simply negative deposition 544 
% (deposition in a downward direction). 545 
 546 
    dump_2 = readfis('lagoon_dump_final'); 547 
 548 
    %if numbertimesteps > 250 549 
    %   if sea_level(numbertimesteps)<(-100) 550 
    %       if grd(numbertimesteps)<=0 551 
    %           dump_2 = readfis('river_erode'); 552 
    %       end 553 
    %   end 554 
    %end 555 
 556 
    %if numbertimesteps >= 340; 557 
 %  if numbertimesteps <= 360; 558 
    %   avulsion_flag = 0 559 
    %   if grd(numbertimesteps)>=0 560 
 %       dump_2 = readfis('river_erode'); 561 
    %   end 562 
    % end 563 
    %end 564 
 565 
% END INCISION CONTROL 566 
 567 
 depth = sea_level(numbertimesteps) - sedsurface; 568 
 % THIS LINE CALCULATES WATER DEPTH OVER THE PLATFORM 569 
 570 
 temperature = temperature_level(numbertimesteps); 571 
 % THIS LINE CALCULATES TEMPERATURE OF THE MARGIN AT EACH TIMESTEP 572 
 573 
 574 
% *******START INITIAL RIVER CHANNEL SETUP******************* 575 
 576 
% SET UP initial channel to start in the center of the model 577 
% tells model not to avulse on first time step 578 
 579 
 if numbertimesteps == 1 580 
    avulsion_flag = 0; 581 
    scoop_1 = sedsurface(:,1); 582 
    [value, index] = min(scoop_1); 583 
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     river_x(1) = index; 584 
    river_y(1) = 1; 585 
    river_z(1) = sedsurface(index,1); 586 
    for n = 2:600 587 
        river_y(n) = n; 588 
        foo(1) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 589 
        foo(2) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 590 
        foo(3) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 591 
        [value,index]= min(foo); 592 
            if index == 1 593 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)+1; 594 
                river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 595 
            elseif index == 2 596 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1); 597 
                 river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 598 
            elseif index == 3 599 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)-1; 600 
                river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 601 
            end 602 
            if river_z(n) <= sea_level(numbertimesteps) 603 
                river_mouth_x = river_x(n); 604 
                river_mouth_y = river_y(n); 605 
            break 606 
            end 607 
    end 608 
 609 
 end 610 
 611 
% ********END INITIAL RIVER CHANNEL SETUP************* 612 
 613 
% **** THIS NEXT BLOCK OF CODE CHANGES THE LOCATION OF THE 614 
% RIVER MOUTH AND THE RIVER CHANNEL ********** 615 
 616 
if avulsion_flag == 0 617 
    depth_at_river_mouth = depth(river_mouth_x,river_mouth_y); 618 
        if depth_at_river_mouth >= 0 619 
            for s = (river_mouth_y):-1:1 620 
            s; 621 
            foo_1 = depth(river_x(s),river_y(s)); 622 
             if foo_1 <= 0 623 
               river_mouth_x = river_x(s); 624 
               river_mouth_y = river_y(s); 625 
               river_x = river_x(1:river_mouth_y); 626 
               river_y = river_y(1:river_mouth_y); 627 
               river_z = river_z(1:river_mouth_y); 628 
               break 629 
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             end 630 
            end 631 
        elseif depth_at_river_mouth < 0 632 
         for n = river_mouth_y+1:600 633 
 634 
% these next two if-then statements keep the river from 635 
% avulsing outside of the model 636 
 637 
         river_y(n) = n; 638 
            if river_x(n-1) == 600 639 
               river_x(n-1) = 599; 640 
            end 641 
            if river_x(n-1) == 1 642 
                river_x(n-1) = 2; 643 
            end 644 
 645 
        foo(1) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 646 
        foo(2) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 647 
        foo(3) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 648 
        [value,index]= min(foo); 649 
            if index == 1 650 
                 river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)+1; 651 
                 river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 652 
            elseif index == 2 653 
                 river_x(n) = river_x(n-1); 654 
                  river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 655 
            elseif index == 3 656 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)-1; 657 
                river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 658 
            end 659 
            if river_z(n) <= sea_level(numbertimesteps) 660 
                river_mouth_x = river_x(n); 661 
                river_mouth_y = river_y(n); 662 
            break 663 
            end 664 
         end 665 
        end 666 
 667 
 668 
% here is where river breaks and follows low points if 669 
% avulsion is called for 670 
 671 
elseif avulsion_flag == 1 672 
          length = size(river_y); 673 
          length(2); 674 
          break_point = round(rand*(length(2) - 10)); 675 
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          if break_point < 2 676 
              break_point = 2; 677 
          end 678 
 679 
         junk_1 = river_x(1:break_point); 680 
         junk_2 = river_y(1:break_point); 681 
         junk_3 = river_z(1:break_point); 682 
         clear river_x; 683 
         clear river_y; 684 
         clear river_z; 685 
         river_x(1:break_point) = junk_1; 686 
         river_y(1:break_point) = junk_2; 687 
         river_z(1:break_point) = junk_3; 688 
 689 
 690 
    for n = break_point+1:600 691 
         river_y(n) = n; 692 
         if river_x(n-1) == 600 693 
                    river_x(n-1) = 599; 694 
 695 
% keeps break point of river from getting to edge of model 696 
 697 
         end 698 
         if river_x(n-1) == 1 699 
             river_x(n-1) = 2; 700 
         end 701 
 702 
        foo(1) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 703 
        foo(2) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 704 
        foo(3) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 705 
 706 
        [value,index]= min(foo); 707 
            if index == 1 708 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)+1; 709 
                river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)+1,n); 710 
            elseif index == 2 711 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1); 712 
                 river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1),n); 713 
            elseif index == 3 714 
                river_x(n) = river_x(n-1)-1; 715 
                river_z(n) = sedsurface(river_x(n-1)-1,n); 716 
            end 717 
            if river_z(n) <= sea_level(numbertimesteps) 718 
                river_mouth_x = river_x(n); 719 
                river_mouth_y = river_y(n); 720 
            break 721 
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            end 722 
     end 723 
 724 
end 725 
 726 
% These next 6 lines of code will calculate the 727 
% radial distance of every point on the sedsurface with 728 
% respect to the river mouth site x and y 729 
 730 
x_33 = river_mouth_y; 731 
y_33 = river_mouth_x; 732 
x_new = ((-x_33+1:1:(600-x_33))); 733 
y_new = ((-y_33+1:1:(600-y_33))); 734 
[X_pol,Y_pol] = meshgrid(x_new,y_new); 735 
[TH,R] = cart2pol(X_pol,Y_pol); 736 
 737 
% converts to polar coordinates to get radial distance 738 
 739 
screen_1 = R <= 400; 740 
 741 
% setting up logical matrices if distance in R is less than 742 
% or equal to 100 km from the river mouth then value in 743 
% screen_1 = 1, if further than 100 km value = 0; 744 
 745 
screen_2 = R>400; 746 
 747 
% screen set for distances > 100, screen_2 will equal 1 for 748 
% all values >100 and 0 for all values <= 100 749 
 750 
R_1 = ones(600,600)*400; 751 
R = R.*screen_1 + R_1.*screen_2; 752 
 753 
screen_1 = depth <= 200; 754 
 755 
% screen set up for depth, screen_1 = 1 where statement is 756 
% true, 0 where false 757 
 758 
screen_2 = depth > 200; 759 
 760 
% screen set up for depth, screen_2 = 1 where statement is 761 
% true, 0 where false 762 
 763 
depth_1 = ones(600,600)*200; 764 
depth = depth.*screen_1 + depth_1.*screen_2; 765 
 766 
screen_1 = temperature <= 200; 767 
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 768 
% screen set up for temperature, screen_1 = 1 where statement is 769 
% true, 0 where false 770 
 771 
screen_2 = temperature > 200; 772 
 773 
% screen set up for temperature, screen_2 = 1 where statement is 774 
% true, 0 where false 775 
 776 
temperature_1 = ones(600,600)*200; 777 
temperature = temperature.*screen_1 + temperature_1.*screen_2; 778 
 779 
% makes all values >200 equal to 200 for FIS 780 
 781 
% uncomment the two lines below to save a movie file of model 782 
% view(-120,80) 783 
% M(numbertimesteps) = getframe; 784 
 785 
dude_1 = reshape(depth,600*600,1); 786 
 787 
% reshapes X values from matrix array to a single column, 788 
% running columns of data through an FIS is much more 789 
% efficient 790 
 791 
dude_2 = reshape(R,600*600,1); 792 
 793 
dude_3 = reshape(temperature,600*600,1); 794 
 795 
tic 796 
 797 
% starts timing how long the calculation below will take 798 
 799 
thickness = evalfis([dude_1 dude_2 dude_3 ], dump); 800 
color_1 = evalfis([dude_1 dude_2 ], grainsize); 801 
 802 
toc 803 
 804 
% stops timing and reports length of the above calculation 805 
 806 
screen = depth>=0; 807 
screen_2 = depth<0; 808 
 809 
AAA = reshape(thickness,600,600); 810 
color_1 = reshape(color_1,600,600); 811 
B = AAA.*screen; 812 
C = color_1.*screen; 813 
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 814 
warning off 815 
 816 
for j=1:600 817 
    if j<= river_mouth_y 818 
 819 
        R(:,j) = abs(Y1(:,j) - river_x(j)); 820 
    else 821 
 822 
        R(:,j) = abs(Y1(:,j)- river_mouth_x); 823 
    end 824 
end 825 
 826 
dude_1 = reshape(R,600*600,1); 827 
 828 
% reshapes X values from matrix array to a single column, 829 
% running columns of data through an FIS is more efficient 830 
 831 
    tic 832 
    thickness_2 = evalfis([dude_1 dude_2], dump_2); 833 
    color_2 = evalfis(dude_1, grainsize_2); 834 
    toc 835 
    thickness_2 = reshape(thickness_2,600,600); 836 
    %.*maxchannelsedrate; 837 
    color_2 = reshape(color_2,600,600); 838 
 839 
    thickness_2 = thickness_2.*screen_2; 840 
 841 
    color_2 = color_2.*screen_2; 842 
 843 
%MASS BALANCE CALCULATION 844 
 845 
    volume_sed = sum(sum(AAA))*10^6; 846 
    mass_sed = volume_sed*1322; 847 
 848 
%assumes 2643 density * .50 porosity 849 
 850 
    multiplier = mass_per_time_step/mass_sed; 851 
    B = B.*multiplier; 852 
 853 
    AAA = thickness_2 + B; 854 
 855 
% AAA contains the values for the amount of sediment deposited 856 
% at every 500X500 point of the matrix at this 857 
% time step in both the river and the delta. 858 
 859 
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 860 
    color = C + color_2; 861 
 862 
% AAA contains the values for the type of sediment deposited 863 
% at every 600 x 600 point of the matrix at this 864 
% time step in both the river and the delta. 865 
 866 
%END OF MASS BALANCE CODE 867 
 868 
%Draws the sediment type for each time step in window 869 
 870 
sedsurface = sedsurface + AAA; 871 
subplot(2,2,1), 872 
surf(X1(1:5:600,20:5:600),Y1(1:5:600,20:5:600), ... 873 
sedsurface(1:5:600,20:5:600),color(1:5:600,20:5:600), ... 874 
'edgecolor', 'none') 875 
 876 
view(60,60) 877 
axis([1 600 1 600 -1000 200]) 878 
title((2600-numbertimesteps*5)*1000) 879 
%counts backwards in time for each time step 880 
 881 
 882 
% remove comment from line below to save a MOVIE file of the 883 
% model run 884 
 885 
%M(numbertimesteps) = getframe; 886 
drawnow 887 
 888 
%The following code draws the sea level curve in window 889 
%Comment it out if you want to visualize the logitudinal river profile 890 
 891 
subplot(2,2,2), 892 
plot(1:numbertimesteps,sea_level(1:numbertimesteps),'.') 893 
axis([1 520 -210 210]) 894 
grid on 895 
title('IDEALIZED SEA LEVEL CURVE'); 896 
drawnow 897 
 898 
%The following code draws a longitudinal river profile in window 899 
%Comment it out if you want to visualize the sea level curve 900 
 901 
%subplot(2,2,2), plot(river_y,river_z); 902 
%axis([1 200 -30 50]) 903 
%grid on 904 
%title('LONGITUDINAL RIVER PROFILE'); 905 
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%view(0,90) 906 
%drawnow 907 
 908 
 909 
store(:,:,numbertimesteps,1) = AAA(1:5:600,1:5:600); 910 
%stores thickness for every 5th grid node 911 
 912 
store(:,:,numbertimesteps,2) = color(1:5:600,1:5:600); 913 
%stores sediment type for every 5th grid node 914 
 915 
% These few lines allow tectonic subsidence set in line 13 916 
% to occur only during OIS 6 917 
 918 
if numbertimesteps < 140 919 
      sedsurface = sedsurface + ... 920 
      subsidence.*(total_tectonic_subsidence/520); 921 
      Z1 = Z1 + subsidence.*(total_tectonic_subsidence/520); 922 
end 923 
 924 
% Implementation of FIS for compaction-type subsidence 925 
% junk_1 = reshape(AAA,600*600,1); 926 
% junk_2 = evalfis([junk_1], sub_2); 927 
% junk_2 = reshape(junk_2,600,600); 928 
% sedsurface = sedsurface - junk_2; 929 
 930 
% Draws isopach map in window 931 
 932 
total_thickness_of_deposit = total_thickness_of_deposit + AAA; 933 
subplot(2,2,3),... 934 
surf(total_thickness_of_deposit(1:10:600,1:10:600)); 935 
title('CUMULATIVE ISOPACH'); 936 
axis([0 60 0 60 0 150]); 937 
view(60,60); 938 
drawnow 939 
 940 
% Draws structure map in window. Comment out if you 941 
% want to display the idealized temperature curve. 942 
 943 
%subplot(2,2,4),surf(sedsurface(1:10:600,1:10:600)); 944 
%axis([5 60 0 60 -150 50]); 945 
%title('STRUCTURE MAP'); 946 
%view (60,60); 947 
%drawnow 948 
 949 
% Draws the idealized temperature curve in window. Comment out if you 950 
% want to display the structure map. 951 
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subplot(2,2,4), 952 
plot(1:numbertimesteps,temperature_level(1:numbertimesteps),'.') 953 
axis([1 520 10 50]) 954 
grid on 955 
title('IDEALIZED TEMPERATURE CURVE'); 956 
drawnow 957 
 958 
% THE NEXT 5 LINES OF CODE HANDLE AVULSION WITH A FIS 959 
 960 
foo_2 = rand*100; 961 
probabil = evalfis([sea_level(numbertimesteps) 962 
grd(numbertimesteps)], AA); 963 
avulsion_flag = 0; 964 
if foo_2< probabil 965 
     avulsion_flag =1; 966 
end 967 
 968 
end 969 
%**** MAIN PROGRAM DO LOOP ENDS HERE *************** 970 
save run_1.mat 971 
why(round(rand.*1000)) 972 
 973 
% This last comment returns a random answer to the 974 
% philosophical question "Why?" in order to let the user 975 
% know the model has completed the simulation. 976 
 977 
Appendix B 978 
clear 979 
% The following values establish an x-y matrix that creates 980 
% the idealized margin used in FuzzyLIME simulations. 981 
% The units are in km and the dimensions are 600 x 600 km^2. 982 
 983 
x = [1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 984 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 985 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 986 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 987 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 988 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600; ... 989 
1 100 200 300 400 500 600 ]; 990 
y = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1; ... 991 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100; ... 992 
200 200 200 200 200 200 200; ... 993 
300 300 300 300 300 300 300; ... 994 
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400 400 400 400 400 400 400; ... 995 
500 500 500 500 500 500 500; ... 996 
600 600 600 600 600 600 600 ]; 997 
 998 
% The folling values are the elevation of the margin surface 999 
% relative to modern sea level. 1000 
z = [ 3 -30 -60 -90 -120 -150 -1000; ... 1001 
 2 -31 -61 -91 -121 -151 -1001; ... 1002 
 1 -32 -62 -92 -122 -152 -1002; ... 1003 
 0 -33 -63 -93 -123 -153 -1003; ... 1004 
 1 -32 -62 -92 -122 -152 -1002; ... 1005 
 2 -31 -61 -91 -121 -151 -1001; ... 1006 
 3 -30 -60 -90 -120 -150 -1000]; 1007 
 1008 
[X1, Y1] = meshgrid(1:600,1:600); 1009 
Z1 = interp2(x,y,z,X1,Y1); 1010 
surf(X1(1:5:600,1:5:600),Y1(1:5:600,1:5:600), ... 1011 
Z1(1:5:600,1:5:600)) 1012 
view(60,60) 1013 
clear x, clear y, clear z; 1014 
save setup_2.mat 1015 
% saves data to be used as input by FuzzyLIME 1016 
Appendix C 1017 
clear 1018 
 1019 
% ************************************************************ 1020 
% THIS PROGRAM GENERATES GENERIC SINE WAVES TO MIMIC 1021 
% IDEALIZED PLEISTOCENE EUSTASY BASED ON MILANKOVITCH BANDS 1022 
% 21 ka = precession, 40 ka = obliquity, 100 ka = eccentricity 1023 
%************************************************************* 1024 
 1025 
% NOTE: The values listed do not necessarily reflect reality. 1026 
% They are placeholder numbers to aid in understanding. 1027 
 1028 
time_step = 5000; 1029 
run_duration = 2600000; %set in years 1030 
 1031 
sin_1_height =  60;%2.5; %in meters 1032 
sin_1_period = 1200000; % in years 1033 
sin_1_phase_lag = .25; %betweein 0 and 2 1034 
% "Normal" waveform 1035 
 1036 
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sin_2_height = 0; %in meters 9 1037 
sin_2_period = 200000; % in years 1038 
sin_2_phase_lag = 0.35; %between 0 and 2 1039 
% Waveform along "normal" waveform 1040 
 1041 
sin_3_height = 0; %really amplitude in meters 1042 
sin_3_period = 2000000; % in years 1043 
sin_3_phase_lag = 0.0 ;%between 0 and 2 1044 
% Waveform shape for "normal" waveform 1045 
 1046 
sin_4_height = 0;%4.00; %in meters 1047 
sin_4_period = 210000; % in years 1048 
sin_4_phase_lag = 0; %between 0 and 2 1049 
% Waveform along "normal" waveform (?) 1050 
 1051 
sin_5_height = 0; %in meters 1052 
sin_5_period = 210000; % in years 1053 
sin_5_phase_lag = 0; %between 0 and 2 1054 
% Growth of "normal" waveform 1055 
 1056 
saw_tooth_height = 0;%2;% 25 1057 
saw_tooth_period = 100000; 1058 
saw_tooth_max = 0.25; 1059 
 1060 
n=1:time_step:run_duration; 1061 
 1062 
C_level_1 = sin_1_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_1_period)+(2*pi*sin_1_phase_lag)); 1063 
C_level_2 = sin_2_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_2_period)+(2*pi*sin_2_phase_lag)); 1064 
C_level_3 = sin_3_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_3_period)+(2*pi*sin_3_phase_lag)); 1065 
C_level_4 = sin_4_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_4_period)+(2*pi*sin_4_phase_lag)); 1066 
C_level_5 = sin_5_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_5_period)+(2*pi*sin_5_phase_lag)); 1067 
 1068 
 1069 
complete_saw_teeth = ceil(run_duration/saw_tooth_period); 1070 
inter_times = zeros(1,complete_saw_teeth*2+2); 1071 
inter_heights = zeros(1,complete_saw_teeth*2+2); 1072 
inter_times(1) = 1; 1073 
inter_heights(1) = -saw_tooth_height/2; 1074 
 1075 
counter = 2; 1076 
 1077 
for q=2:complete_saw_teeth+1 1078 
    inter_times(counter) = ((q-1)*saw_tooth_period) - saw_tooth_period*(1-saw_tooth_max); 1079 
    inter_heights(counter) = saw_tooth_height/2; 1080 
    counter = counter+1 ; 1081 
    inter_times(counter) = (q-1)*saw_tooth_period; 1082 
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    inter_heights(counter) = -saw_tooth_height/2 ; 1083 
    counter = counter+1; 1084 
end 1085 
C_level_6 = interp1(inter_times,inter_heights,n,'linear'); 1086 
C_level = C_level_1 + C_level_2 + C_level_3 + C_level_4 + C_level_5 + C_level_6; 1087 
sea_level = C_level - 5; 1088 
% The above value (e.g. "+ 30" is used to adjust the sea level) 1089 
 1090 
%figure 1091 
plot(sea_level) 1092 
title('Idealized Regular Amplitude Sea Level'); 1093 
axis([0 520 -200 200]); 1094 
grid on; 1095 
 1096 
save sealevel.mat 1097 
return 1098 
 1099 
% The sealevel.mat file is needed for input in the FuzzyLIME 1100 
 1101 
Appendix D 1102 
% this isopach program is interactive, you will be prompted 1103 
% for the time step to start the isopach and the time step to 1104 
% end the isopach. You will need to load a mat file for a 1105 
% saved run with the following lines 1106 
 1107 
% ATTN: One must select timesteps WITHIN the bounds of the run. 1108 
% e.g. If run has 500 time steps, input 1 and 499 instead of 1109 
% 0 and 500. 1110 
 1111 
% step 1 - load the file you wish to isopach 1112 
%load run_1.mat 1113 
 1114 
% if there is already a loaded file in MATLAB, just keep those 1115 
% lines commented out 1116 
% This should work with current MATLAB now that "clear" has been removed. 1117 
 1118 
%Not sure about the colons in the store or why they're causing problems 1119 
%https://blogs.mathworks.com/loren/2006/11/10/all-about-the-colon-operator/ 1120 
thickness_all = store(:,:,:,1); 1121 
color_all = store(:,:,:,2); 1122 
 1123 
% step 2 - rearrange the data sets so that time steps 1124 
% are first dimension 1125 
 1126 
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%I believe these functions reverse the indexes of the array 1127 
%i.e. [4, 9, 7] becomes [7, 9, 4] 1128 
rearranged_thickness = permute(thickness_all,[3 2 1 ]); 1129 
rearranged_color = permute(color_all, [3 2 1]); 1130 
 1131 
% you will be prompted for the start and stop times. 1132 
%The model goes through 389 timesteps; this may be helpful when deciding 1133 
%which numbers to input 1134 
start_timestep = input('ENTER TIME STEP FOR START OF ...ISOPACH \n \n'); 1135 
end_timestep = input('ENTER TIME STEP FOR END OF ...ISOPACH \n \n'); 1136 
 1137 
junk = sum(rearranged_thickness... 1138 
(start_timestep:end_timestep,:,:)); 1139 
junk = permute(junk, [2 3 1]); 1140 
[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:5:600,1:5:600); 1141 
[c,h]= contour(X,Y,junk); 1142 
clabel(c,h); 1143 
view(90,270) 1144 
xlabel('km') 1145 
ylabel('km') 1146 
volume = sum(sum(abs(junk)))*25; 1147 
volume = volume*10^(-3); 1148 
title(volume); 1149 
 1150 
Appendix E 1151 
% NOTICE 1152 
% Appendix E and F will not run the first time you attempt to run either. 1153 
% Run either one first, and then run the desired appendix. 1154 
 1155 
 1156 
%need to load the data for the run you want 1157 
 1158 
tic 1159 
load run_1.mat 1160 
toc 1161 
 1162 
% clear only selected data files from simulation 1163 
clear specmap, clear new_dope, clear index; 1164 
clear avulsion_flag 1165 
 1166 
% step 1 - break out all thickness and all color data 1167 
% from storage array 1168 
thickness_all = store(:,:,:,1); 1169 
color_all = store(:,:,:,2); 1170 
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 1171 
% step 2 - rearrange the data sets so that time steps are 1172 
% first dimension 1173 
rearranged_thickness = permute(thickness_all,[3 2 1 ]); 1174 
rearranged_color = permute(color_all, [3 2 1]); 1175 
 1176 
% step 3 - pull out a strike line to plot. 1177 
% Note that the data in fuzzyPEACH only saves every 5th column 1178 
 1179 
dip_line_location = 500; 1180 
% enter integer for dip line you want from dataset (in km) 1181 
 1182 
model_line_location = round(dip_line_location/5); 1183 
dip_line_thickness_data = rearranged_thickness... 1184 
(:,:,model_line_location); 1185 
dip_line_color_data = rearranged_color... 1186 
(:,:,model_line_location); 1187 
 1188 
 1189 
% step 4 - find the topo line of the surface at the 1190 
% location in question 1191 
base_profile = Z1(dip_line_location,1:5:600); 1192 
reshaped_base_profile = reshape(base_profile,1,120); 1193 
 1194 
% step 5 accumulate the thickness data 1195 
z = cumsum(dip_line_thickness_data); 1196 
z_2 = sum(dip_line_thickness_data); 1197 
for n=1:(numbertimesteps) 1198 
    for m=1:120 1199 
        z_in_depth(n,m) = z(n,m) + reshaped_base_profile(m); 1200 
    end 1201 
end 1202 
 1203 
% set up the x and y coordinate grids to plot the data on 1204 
y = ones(numbertimesteps,120); 1205 
%.*strike_line_location here to plot multiple strike lines; 1206 
x = meshgrid(1:120,1:numbertimesteps);2; 1207 
 1208 
surf(z_in_depth,strike_line_color_data,'EdgeColor','none'); 1209 
view(0, 0) 1210 
 1211 
Appendix F 1212 
% NOTICE 1213 
% Appendix E and F will not run the first time you attempt to run either. 1214 
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% Run either one first, and then run the desired appendix. 1215 
 1216 
 1217 
% need to load the file into memory 1218 
tic 1219 
load run_1.mat 1220 
toc 1221 
 1222 
clear specmap, clear new_dope, clear index, ... 1223 
clear avulsion_flag 1224 
% step 1 - break out all thickness and all color data from 1225 
% storage array 1226 
thickness_all = store(:,:,:,1); 1227 
color_all = store(:,:,:,2); 1228 
 1229 
% step 2 - rearrange the data sets so that time steps are 1230 
% first dimension 1231 
rearranged_thickness = permute(thickness_all,[3 1 2 ]); 1232 
rearranged_color = permute(color_all, [3 1 2]); 1233 
 1234 
% step 3 - pull out a dip line to plot. 1235 
% Note that the data only saves every fifth column. 1236 
 1237 
strike_line_location = 400; 1238 
% enter integer for line you want from original model 1239 
 1240 
model_line_location = round(strike_line_location/5); 1241 
strike_line_thickness_data = rearranged_thickness(:,:,model_line_location); 1242 
strike_line_color_data = rearranged_color(:,:,model_line_location); 1243 
 1244 
% step 4 - find the topo line of the surface at the location 1245 
% in question 1246 
base_profile = Z1(1:5:600,dip_line_location); 1247 
reshaped_base_profile = reshape(base_profile,1,120); 1248 
 1249 
% step 5 accumulate the thickness data 1250 
z = cumsum(strike_line_thickness_data); 1251 
z_2 = sum(strike_line_thickness_data); 1252 
 1253 
for n=1:(numbertimesteps) 1254 
    for m=1:120 1255 
        z_in_depth(n,m) = z(n,m) + reshaped_base_profile(m); 1256 
    end 1257 
end 1258 
 1259 
% set up the x and y coordinate grids to plot the data on 1260 
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y = ones(numbertimesteps,120); 1261 
 1262 
%.*dip_line_location here to plot multiple strike lines; 1263 
x = meshgrid(1:120,1:numbertimesteps);2; 1264 
 1265 
surf(z_in_depth,strike_line_color_data,'EdgeColor','none'); 1266 
view(0, 0) 1267 
 1268 
Appendix G 1269 
clear 1270 
 1271 
% ************************************************************ 1272 
% THIS PROGRAM GENERATES GENERIC SINE WAVES TO MIMIC 1273 
% THEORIZED PLEISTOCENE TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS 1274 
%************************************************************* 1275 
 1276 
% NOTE: The values listed do not necessarily reflect reality. 1277 
% They are placeholder numbers to aid in understanding. 1278 
 1279 
time_step = 5000; 1280 
run_duration = 2600000; %set in years 1281 
 1282 
sin_1_height =  8;%2.5; %in meters 1283 
sin_1_period = 800000; % in years 1284 
sin_1_phase_lag = .25; %betweein 0 and 2 1285 
% "Normal" waveform 1286 
 1287 
sin_2_height = 0; %in meters 9 1288 
sin_2_period = 150000; % in years 1289 
sin_2_phase_lag = 0.35; %between 0 and 2 1290 
% Waveform along "normal" waveform 1291 
 1292 
sin_3_height = 0; %really amplitude in meters 1293 
sin_3_period = 150000; % in years 1294 
sin_3_phase_lag = 0.0 ;%between 0 and 2 1295 
% Waveform shape for "normal" waveform 1296 
 1297 
sin_4_height = 0;%4.00; %in meters 1298 
sin_4_period = 150000; % in years 1299 
sin_4_phase_lag = 0; %between 0 and 2 1300 
% Waveform along "normal" waveform (?) 1301 
 1302 
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sin_5_height = 10; %in meters 1303 
sin_5_period = 150000; % in years 1304 
sin_5_phase_lag = 0; %between 0 and 2 1305 
% Growth of "normal" waveform 1306 
 1307 
saw_tooth_height = 0;%2;% 25 1308 
saw_tooth_period = 100000; 1309 
saw_tooth_max = 0.25; 1310 
 1311 
n=1:time_step:run_duration; 1312 
 1313 
C_level_1 = sin_1_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_1_period)+(2*pi*sin_1_phase_lag)); 1314 
C_level_2 = sin_2_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_2_period)+(2*pi*sin_2_phase_lag)); 1315 
C_level_3 = sin_3_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_3_period)+(2*pi*sin_3_phase_lag)); 1316 
C_level_4 = sin_4_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_4_period)+(2*pi*sin_4_phase_lag)); 1317 
C_level_5 = sin_5_height*sin( (2.0*pi) *(n./sin_5_period)+(2*pi*sin_5_phase_lag)); 1318 
 1319 
complete_saw_teeth = ceil(run_duration/saw_tooth_period); 1320 
inter_times = zeros(1,complete_saw_teeth*2+2); 1321 
inter_heights = zeros(1,complete_saw_teeth*2+2); 1322 
inter_times(1) = 1; 1323 
inter_heights(1) = -saw_tooth_height/2; 1324 
 1325 
counter = 2; 1326 
 1327 
for q=2:complete_saw_teeth+1 1328 
    inter_times(counter) = ((q-1)*saw_tooth_period) - saw_tooth_period*(1-saw_tooth_max); 1329 
    inter_heights(counter) = saw_tooth_height/2; 1330 
    counter = counter+1 ; 1331 
    inter_times(counter) = (q-1)*saw_tooth_period; 1332 
    inter_heights(counter) = -saw_tooth_height/2 ; 1333 
    counter = counter+1; 1334 
end 1335 
C_level_6 = interp1(inter_times,inter_heights,n,'linear'); 1336 
C_level = C_level_1; 1337 
temperature_level = C_level + 38; 1338 
% The above value (e.g. "+ 30" is used to adjust the temperature level) 1339 
 1340 
%figure 1341 
plot(temperature_level) 1342 
title('Testing Temperature Curve'); 1343 
axis([0 520 0 50]); 1344 
grid on; 1345 
 1346 
save temperature_level.mat 1347 
return 1348 
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 1349 
% The temperature.mat file is needed for input in the FuzzyLIME 1350 
  1351 
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Appendix H 1352 
Instructions for the operation of FuzzyLIME 1353 
1. Install the applet “Fuzzy Logic Designer” onto MATLAB if not already installed. 1354 
2. Load Appendices A – G into MATLAB. 1355 
3. Load FIS files into MATLAB. 1356 
a. MATLAB will require all files be run form the same directory. Save all the 1357 
Appendices and FIS files to one folder, then set that folder as the active folder in 1358 
MATLAB. 1359 
4. Alter environmental parameters as desired. 1360 
a. Appendix C controls sea level. Adjust the various wave parameters (e.g. height) 1361 
and run the appendix until the sea level curve is satisfactory. 1362 
b. Appendix G controls the temperature. Adjust the various wave parameters (e.g. 1363 
height) and run the appendix until the temperature curve is satisfactory. 1364 
c. Appendix A contains the sediment mass per time step value (see comments near 1365 
beginning). Adjust if desired. 1366 
5. Run Appendix B. 1367 
6. Run Appendix C. 1368 
7. Run Appendix A. This is the main program loop. 1369 
8. Upon completion of Appendix A, Appendix D, E, and F become operational., 1370 
9. Appendix D produces an isopach map. To run…. 1371 
a. Run Appendix D. 1372 
b. In the control panel, input a starting timestep. The lowest value this can be with 1373 
the default number of timesteps is 1. 1374 
c. Input a finishing timestep. The highest value this can be with the default number 1375 
of timesteps is 519. 1376 
10. Appendix E and F produce cross sections. 1377 
a. Appendix E produces strike oriented cross sections. 1378 
b. Appendix F produces dip oriented cross sections. 1379 
11. To run either Appendix E or F, one must first run Appendix E. Appendix E will fail. 1380 
Then, run Appendix F. It should complete. From here, one can run E if desired. 1381 
 1382 
